Noli me tangere - No means no

**Workshop with Dr. Iris Koall**

**Zeit:**  
Friday, 6th March 2020 9:30 am - 5:30 pm and  
Saturday, 7th March 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

**Ort:**  
JGU Campus Info Box (next to Recht und Wirtschaft)  
Jakob-Welder-Weg 9, 55122 Mainz

Self-determined contact or sexual harassment? In our liberal society, intentions are not always clear. But no means no in a private context as well as in professional situations eg. working together in a lab or a group or within meetings. In this workshop, you will discuss and reflect your personal experiences, you will have the opportunity to discuss and reflect your personal experiences, strengthen your ability to reflect and act in unclear situations and therefore gain confidence.

**How to apply**

Please apply before 28th February 2020 to https://gleichstellung.uni-mainz.de/anmeldung-id-3333/  
prowewin@uni-mainz.de, phone 06131/39-25783  
gleichstellung@unimedizin-mainz.de, phone 06131/17-3373